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Abstract

Bovine caudal discs have been widely used in spine research due to their increased

availability, large size, and mechanical and biochemical properties that are comparable

to healthy human discs. However, despite their extensive use, the radial variations in

bovine disc composition have not yet been rigorously quantified with high spatial reso-

lution. Previous studies were limited to qualitative analyses or provided limited spatial

resolution in biochemical properties. Thus, the main objective of this study was to pro-

vide quantitative measurements of biochemical composition with higher spatial resolu-

tion than previous studies that employed traditional biochemical techniques.

Specifically, traditional biochemical analyses were used to measure water, sulfated gly-

cosaminoglycan, collagen, and DNA contents. Gravimetric water content was com-

pared to data obtained through Raman spectroscopy and differential scanning

calorimetry. Additionally, spatial distribution of lipids in the disc's collagen network was

visualized and quantified, for the first time, using multi-modal second harmonic genera-

tion (SHG) and Coherent anti-Stokes Raman (CARS) microscopy. Some heterogeneity

was observed in the nucleus pulposus, where the water content and water-to-protein

ratio of the inner nucleus were greater than the outer nucleus. In contrast, the bovine

annulus fibrosus exhibited a more heterogeneous distribution of biochemical proper-

ties. Comparable results between orthohydroxyproline assay and SHG imaging high-

light the potential benefit of using SHG microscopy as a less destructive method for

measuring collagen content, particularly when relative changes are of interest. CARS

images showed that lipid deposits were distributed equally throughout the disc and

appeared either as individual droplets or as clusters of small droplets. In conclusion, this

study provided a more comprehensive assessment of spatial variations in biochemical

composition of the bovine caudal disc.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Animal discs have been widely adapted to study relationships

between intervertebral disc structure and function. In particular,

bovine caudal discs have been excellent models for studying biome-

chanical behavior of healthy discs, because of increased tissue avail-

ability and larger disc size.1 Despite some morphological differences,

such as increased circularity, bovine discs exhibit biochemical and

mechanical properties similar to healthy human discs.2–6 Biochemi-

cally, bovine discs have similar water, proteoglycan, and collagen con-

tents as young, healthy human discs.5 Mechanically, compressive and

torsional properties of bovine caudal discs are comparable to human

discs after accounting for differences in disc geometry.2–4,6 Moreover,

the quantity of notochordal cells in human and bovine discs declines

rapidly with age, an observation not seen in smaller animals (eg, rat,

pig, cat, and rabbit).7

Various analytical techniques have been used to characterize bio-

logical tissue structure and composition. Traditional techniques

include spectrophotometric assays of tissue digests and immunohisto-

chemical staining of fixed tissues.8–12 More recently, alternative imag-

ing and spectroscopy techniques have garnered significant interest,

due to less destructive protocols.13,14 Such techniques include

nonlinear optical imaging, such as Coherent anti-Stokes Raman spec-

troscopy (CARS) and second-harmonic generation (SHG) imaging.15,16

The combined use of CARS and SHG provides simultaneous, high-

resolution images of collagen fibers and lipids.17 However, each mea-

surement method has its own advantages and limitations; as such, a

rigorous compositional analysis should apply a variety of analytical

techniques.

It has long been known that biochemical and mechanical proper-

ties vary greatly throughout the human intervertebral disc.18–21 How-

ever, comparisons are largely drawn between the nucleus pulposus

(NP) and the annulus fibrosus (AF) or through the thickness of the

AF. Work by Iatridis et al highlighted spatial variations in biochemical

composition of mild to moderately degenerate human discs.20 Specifi-

cally, a linear decrease in water and proteoglycan content was

observed from the inner AF to the outer AF, and NP was reported as

being more heterogeneous than previously thought. Similar analyses

have been performed to quantify the spatial variation in bovine disc

composition; however, these analyses have been limited in either spa-

tial resolution or quantitative power. That is, only large, discreet disc

regions have been considered, such as comparing the NP with the AF

or the inner AF with the outer AF.2,5,6 Other studies observed radial

variations in tissue composition with high spatial resolution using his-

tology and immunohistochemistry, but these techniques were limited

in their ability to provide absolute, quantitative values.8,10 More

recently, Emanuel et al reported variations in disc composition with

high spatial resolution using Fourier-transform infrared imaging, but

this method only reports relative compositional changes in arbitrary

units.22

Despite the extensive use of bovine caudal discs in spine research,

the radial variations in bovine disc composition have not yet been

rigorously quantified with high spatial resolution. Thus, the first objec-

tive of this study was to provide absolute quantitative measurements

of biochemical composition of bovine caudal discs with significantly

increased spatial resolution using traditional biochemical techniques.

The second objective was to quantify the spatial distribution of free

and bound water content in the disc using Raman spectroscopy with

differential scanning calorimetry. The final objective was to simulta-

neously image collagen fibers and lipid droplets throughout the disc

using multi-modal imaging techniques (CARS and SHG).

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Sample preparation

Fresh bovine caudal spine sections were acquired from a local butcher

and stored at −20�C (20 spines, age = 18-24 months). Caudal spines

were thawed at room temperature and surrounding musculature and

ligaments were removed with a scalpel. Tails were then hydrated in

0.15 M phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) for 18 hours at 4�C

to ensure that each specimen and spine experience similar hydration

histories prior to performing biochemical analyses.23 Once hydrated,

intervertebral discs were removed from the top two levels with a scal-

pel (n = 38, Levels C1-C3), wrapped in PBS-soaked gauze, and stored

at −20�C for biochemical analyses. The number of specimens used for

each individual test is provided in the supplemental material

(Table S1).

2.2 | Biochemical analysis

Ten discs were randomly chosen and used for traditional biochemical

analyses. Discs were removed from the freezer and placed on a freez-

ing stage microtome (−16�C) to prepare specimens of concentric rings

(Figure 1). First, the average disc diameter was measured with digital

calipers to estimate the approximate thickness of each layer (10 total

layers). The first layer was taken from the center of the NP, as a solid

1 2 910 

Transition zone 5 6

Nucleus pulposus 1 4

Annulus fibrosus 7 10 

~ 90 mg 

F IGURE 1 Schematic of sample preparation. A 4 mm
cylindrical tissue was removed from the center of the disc (Layer 1).
Then, concentric layers of equal thickness were obtained (Layers 2-
10). A ~90 mg tissue strip was collected from each layer for analysis
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cylinder, using a biopsy punch (4 mm diameter). Subsequent layers

were removed as hollow cylinders with wall thickness of ~1 mm. For

inner layers, biopsy punches with diameters of 6 to 10 mm were used

to create concentric cylinders. Then, a scalpel was used to create con-

centric cylinders for the outer layers (diameter ~12-20 mm). Each hol-

low cylinder was cut and laid flat. Then, a rectangular tissue sample

with a wet weight (WW) of approximately 90 mg was cut from the tis-

sue strip (Figure 1). We assumed that bovine disc composition along

the circumference was consistent. Samples were then freeze-dried in

a lyophilizer for 48 hours and re-weighed to obtain dry tissue weight

(DW). Water content was calculated as the difference between wet

and dry weights divided by wet weight (ie, [WW − DW]/WW). Each

freeze-dried sample was digested in 1 mL of 2 mg/mL proteinase-K

solution at 56�C for 24 hours.

Proteinase-K tissue-digests were used to measure sulphated gly-

cosaminoglycan (s-GAG), collagen, and DNA contents. s-GAG content

was measured using the 1,9-dimethylene blue dye-binding (DMMB)

assay.24 Total collagen content was measured using the ortho-

hydroxyproline (OHP) colorimetric assay and assuming a 1:7.5 OHP-

to-collagen mass ratio.25 DNA content was determined using the

PicoGreen fluorescence assay (Molecular Probes, Eugene, Oregon).

Collagen, s-GAG, and DNA measurements were normalized to wet

and dry tissue weights to account for variations in initial tissue hydra-

tion and to compare results across data reported in the literature.

2.3 | Swelling ratio

Eight additional discs were used to evaluate bovine disc swelling prop-

erties. Tissue samples were prepared and weighed as described above

(ie, ~90 mg specimens). Each sample was immersed in 10.0 mL of

0.15 M PBS and allowed to freely swell for 16 hours at room temper-

ature (~23�C). After free swelling, samples were gently blotted and re-

weighed to obtain the tissue's swollen weight (SW). The swelling ratio

was calculated as the difference between the swollen weight and ini-

tial wet weight normalized by the initial wet weight (ie, [SW − WW]/

WW). A 1 mL aliquot of swelling solution was saved to determine

whether s-GAGs leached into the PBS solution during swelling. Swol-

len samples were digested using proteinase-K, and s-GAG contents of

tissue digests and swelling solutions were measured using the DMMB

assay.

2.4 | Raman spectroscopy

All Raman spectroscopic measurements were collected at room tem-

perature (excitation at 632.8 nm; Horiba Jobin Yvon Labram spec-

trometer with Olympus BX41 confocal microscope). Spectra were

recorded over a wide frequency range (0-3800 cm−1) for points

located in the NP and AF (n = 3 discs). Raman data were post-

processed by performing a baseline correction using a piecewise linear

fitting and smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay filter. To compare across

different regions, spectra were normalized to have the same intensity

signal at 2945 cm−1, which corresponded to the strongest CH vibra-

tional line. Representative spectra for the NP and the AF were

obtained by averaging 12 spectra taken from each region. The low fre-

quency region (<300 cm−1) was excluded from the spectra, due to the

high signal intensity from the Rayleigh line.26

A narrower range of spectra data (2700-3800 cm−1 range) was

collected for 10 bovine discs to measure radial distribution of water-

to-protein content. Measurements were taken at inner NP (i-NP),

outer NP (o-NP), inner AF (i-AF), and outer AF (o-AF). Discs were

freeze-dried for 72 hours, and measurements were repeated on dry

discs to measure the decrease in water content associated with

removal of free water molecules.27 Specifically, water-to-protein con-

tent of wet and dry discs was determined by taking the ratio of inte-

grated areas of OH and CH bands (3050-3800 cm−1 and

2800-3050 cm−1, respectively), which is directly proportional to the

relationship between water and protein/lipid molecules.28 Raman-

based water-to-protein ratios were compared to data collected from

traditional biochemical analysis (ie, water content/[collagen + s-GAG

content] with respect to the tissue's wet weight). The average of two

adjacent layers from the biochemical analysis was used to estimate

water-to-protein ratios for each region (ie, i-NP: layers 1-2, o-NP:

layers 3-4, i-AF: layers 7-8, and o-AF: layers 9-10). The percentage of

bound water with respect to total water content was estimated by

comparing water-to-protein ratios from dry and wet samples.

2.5 | Differential scanning calorimetry analysis

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measurements were acquired

on inner NP and outer AF tissue samples collected from seven bovine

caudal discs (Mettler Toledo Model DSC 1, Stare system). Specifically,

wet tissue samples, 5 to 15 mg, were obtained with a scalpel and her-

metically sealed in aluminum pans. Weights of tissue samples and

sealed pans were measured before and after the test (NewClassic MS,

Mettler Toledo; accuracy resolution = ±0.0001 mg). Prior to DSC

measurements, pans were pierced to allow water evaporation during

testing. Samples were cooled to −30�C and held at −30�C for

15 minutes to allow water in the tissue to freeze (heating/cooling

rate = 10�C/min). Then, samples were heated to 180�C, and dried at

180�C for 30 minutes to determine mass lost during heating (mloss;

Figure 2A). Mass loss was reported as a percentage of initial

tissue mass.

Crystallization temperature (Tc) was defined as the peak exother-

mic temperature (eg, Figure 2A—peak near −10�C). Crystallization

enthalpy (ΔHc) was calculated as the area under the exothermic peak.

The onset temperature of melting (Tm,onset) was defined as the tem-

perature at which the extrapolated baseline intersected with the tan-

gent line of the linear region from the melting curve during

endothermic reaction (Figure 2B—dashed red lines).29 Maximum melt-

ing temperature (Tm,max) was defined as the peak temperature during

melting. The latent heat of melting (ΔHm) was calculated by finding

the area under the melting peak (between temperatures −20�C and

+15�C; Figure 2B—shaded area). The amount of freezable water was

calculated by dividing the latent heat of melting (ie, ΔHm) by the

melting enthalpy of pure ice (330 J/g). The presence of a second

endothermic phenomenon (temperatures >60�C) has been associated
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with collagen denaturation.30 The onset (Td,onset) and maximum tem-

perature (Td,max) of the denaturation curve were determined using the

methods described above for melting parameters.

2.6 | Multimodal nonlinear optical imaging

Collagen fibers and lipid droplets were simultaneously imaged using a

multimodal CARS and Second Harmonic Generation (SHG) micros-

copy system. A femtosecond optical parametric oscillator (OPO), with

dual output (Insight DS+, Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara, California) was

used as the excitation source and coupled into the inverted laser-

scanning microscope chassis (FV1200, Olympus, Waltham, Massachu-

setts). One output was tunable, and the other was fixed at 1040 nm.

Imaging was performed using a 60x water immersion objective lens

(UPLSAPO60XWIR, Olympus). Lipid droplets were imaged with CARS

by tuning the pump beam to 802 nm, such that the beat frequency

between the pump line and the fixed Stokes line at 1040 nm matched

the CH2 stretching vibration of ~2850 cm−1. Collagen fibers were

visualized using the SHG and sum-frequency generation (SFG) signals.

Both signals were collected in the epi-direction and separated from

the excitation lasers by a shortpass 690 nm dichroic mirror. The CARS

and SHG/SFG signals were further separated by a shortpass 570 nm

dichroic mirror, and both signals were collected simultaneously by

two external photomultiplier tubes. The SHG signal comprised the

combined contribution of the second harmonics of the pump and

Stokes beams respectively, as well as their sum-frequency signal.

Bovine caudal discs (n = 3 discs from C1C2 or C2C3) were isolated

from freshly acquired tails, and used for multimodal imaging. A mid-

sagittal slice was cut from each disc and placed onto a glass coverslip

(0.17 mm thickness) for imaging. Multiple images (image resolution:

212 x 212 μm) were collected on the same sample at inner NP (i-NP),

outer NP (o-NP), inner AF (i-AF), and outer AF (o-AF). Two-color

images were produced using Matlab (Mathworks, Inc.) to highlight col-

lagen fibers (purple) and lipid droplets (green). The area and count of

lipid droplets were estimated from 2D binary images using ImageJ.

The relative change in SHG signal intensity was used as a marker for

characterizing radial distribution of collagen in bovine discs. To

quantify collagen content for each tissue region, the mean signal

intensity was calculated and normalized by the applied voltage from

the photomultiplier tube. Collagen content of the inner NP, outer NP,

and inner AF were reported relative to collagen content of the

outer AF.

2.7 | Statistical analysis

All statistical analyses were performed in R (R Project for Statistical

Computing, Vienna, Austria). Exploratory data analysis indicated the

presence of non-normal distributions; hence, data were reported with

median values, unless stated otherwise, and non-parametric statistical

analyses were preferred over parametric analyses. Significance was

assumed at P < .05 for all statistical analyses.

For traditional biochemical analyses, disc regions were defined a

priori based on visual inspection of the NP and AF boundary, where

layers 1 to 4 represented the NP, layers 5 to 6 were in the transition

region between the NP and AF, and layers 7 to 10 represented the AF

(Figure 1). The Kruskal-Wallis test, followed by Mann-Whitney

U pairwise comparison tests, was conducted to determine within-

region differences in properties. Pairwise comparisons were only con-

ducted to detect differences within each tissue region (ie, within NP

or AF layers). Additionally, a Mann-Whitney U test was performed to

compare biochemical properties between the NP and AF by pooling

data from each region (layers 1-4 for NP and layers 7-10 for AF). A

Bonferroni correction was used to account for multiple comparisons.

A two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by post-hoc anal-

ysis with Holm-Bonferroni correction, was performed to evaluate differ-

ences in water-to-protein ratios measured by the traditional biochemical

analysis and Raman spectroscopy (factors = disc region and measure-

ment method). A similar analysis was conducted to compare relative col-

lagen content distribution from the normalized SHG signal and

traditional biochemical analysis. For DSC data, a Mann-Whitney U test

was performed to compare NP and AF thermal properties. Median and

interquartile range values were reported for each thermal property.

(A) (B)

F IGURE 2 (A) Representative DSC curve. Negative heat flow values represent an endothermic response, while positive heat flow values
represent an exothermic response. (B) Detail from dashed boxed in Figure 2A showing onset temperature of melting (Tm,onset), maximum
temperature of melting (Tm,max), and latent heat of melting (ΔHm), which was calculated as the area under the curve between −20 �C and +15 �C
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3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Traditional biochemical assays

Water and s-GAG contents were relatively constant throughout the

NP (ie, layers 1-4), except the water content of layer 1, which was sig-

nificantly greater than the water content of layers 3 and 4 (P < .05;

Figure 3A,B). No other differences in NP water content (P ≥ .3) or NP

s-GAG content were observed (P ≥ .8; Figure 3C,D). In contrast, both

water and s-GAG contents decreased from the inner AF to the outer

AF (ie, from layer 7-10; Figure 3). Overall, NP s-GAGs accounted for

30% to 36% of the tissue's dry weight (ie, 300-360 mg/g) or 6% by

wet weight (ie, 60 mg/g). In the AF, s-GAGs accounted for 5% to 20%

of the tissue's dry weight (ie, 50-200 mg/g) or 1% to 5% by wet

weight (ie, 10-50 mg/g; Figure 3C,D). The water to s-GAG ratio did

not change significantly within the NP; however, the water to s-GAG

ratio of layer 10 was significantly greater than that of the inner AF

layers (ie, layers 7-8, P < .05; Figure 4).

Collagen accounted for 28% to 47% of the NP's dry weight (ie,

280-470 mg/g) or 4% to 9% by wet weight (ie, 40-90 mg/g). In the AF,

collagen accounted for 58% to 80% of the tissue's dry weight (ie,

580-800 mg/g) or 14% to 29% by wet weight (ie, 140-290 mg/g—Figure

5A,B). Collagen content normalized by dry weight in the outer AF was

2.5-fold greater than the collagen content at the disc center (6.6-fold dif-

ference when normalized by wet weight; Figure 5A,B). However, no sta-

tistically significant differences were detected between layers in the NP

or AF when collagen content was normalized by dry tissue weight

(Figure 5A). Conversely, normalizing collagen content by wet weight indi-

cated a statistically significant difference between layers 7 and

10 (P = .01; Figure 5B).

DNA content normalized by both dry and wet tissue weight

was relatively consistent from the NP to the inner AF (Figure 5C,

D). The median NP DNA content was 270 μg/g DW or 48 μg/g

WW. Although DNA content was relatively constant from the NP

to the inner AF, the median DNA content was higher in the outer-

most layer (Layer 10—607 μg/g DW or 209 μg/g WW;

Figure 5C,D).

3.2 | Swelling ratio

The swelling ratio decreased from 1.85 at the disc center to 0.5 in the

outer AF, which represents a 185% increase in NP tissue mass and a 50%

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F IGURE 3 Radial distribution of water content normalized by (A) dry weight (DW) and (B) wet weight (WW). Radial distribution of sulfated
GAG content normalized by (C) dry weight and (D) wet weight. Circles indicate individual data and red dashes indicate median values for each
layer. NP and AF biochemical properties were compared using a Mann-Whitney U test on pooled data from Layers 1-4 (NP) and Layers 7-10 (AF;
* represents P < .05). Differences in biochemical composition within each region (ie, shaded areas) were assessed using a Mann-Whitney U test
with Bonferroni correction. Layers that do not share the same letter are significantly different (P < .05)
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increase in outer AF tissue mass with swelling (Figure 6A). s-GAG leaching

from tissue specimens was observed during free-swelling and the amount

of leached s-GAGs was greater for the NP compared to the AF (P < .001

for NP vs AF; Figure 6B). s-GAG leakage corresponded to ~50% of the

total s-GAG in the NP and ~30% of the total s-GAG in the AF (Figure 6D).

3.3 | Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra peaks were similar for the NP and AF, with sharp

peaks at 863, 940, 1252, 1455, and 1661 cm−1. Bands associated

with amino acids and lipids dominated the spectral fingerprint for both

regions (Figure 7A—<1800 cm−1). Bands located at 2800 to

3020 cm−1 were associated with stretching modes of CH2 and CH3,

while bands at 3020 to 3800 cm−1 were associated with total water

content (ie, free and bound water; Figure 7A). Moreover, the water

spectrum was complex and exhibited contributions from multiple

smaller peaks.

The water-to-protein ratio was 7.5 at the disc center and

decreased from the center of the disc to the outer AF (P < .001;

Figure 7B,C). Importantly, the water-to-protein ratios of the inner

NP and outer NP were significantly different (P = .012).

F IGURE 4 Radial distribution of water content normalized by
sulfated GAG content. Circles indicate the individual data and red dashes
indicate the median values. Values >100 in the last layer were omitted for
clarity (n = 2 omitted values). NP and AF biochemical properties were
compared using a Mann-Whitney U test on pooled data from Layers 1-4
(NP) and Layers 7-10 (AF; * represents P < .05). Differences in
biochemical composition within each region (ie, shaded areas) were
assessed using a Mann-Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction. Layers
that do not share the same letter are significantly different (P < .05)

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F IGURE 5 Radial distribution of collagen content normalized by (A) dry weight and (B) wet weight. Radial distribution of DNA content
normalized by (C) dry weight and (D) wet weight. Circles indicate the individual data and red dashes indicate the median values. NP and AF
biochemical properties were compared using a Mann-Whitney U test on pooled data from Layers 1-4 (NP) and Layers 7-10 (AF; * represents
P < .05). Differences in biochemical composition within each region (ie, shaded areas) were assessed using a Mann-Whitney U test
with Bonferroni correction. Layers that do not share the same letter are significantly different (P < .05)
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Furthermore, the water-to-protein ratios obtained from Raman

spectra agreed well with measurements from traditional biochemi-

cal assays (Figure 7C—solid vs light bars; two-way ANOVA: P = .09

for measurement method and P = .001 for disc region). The absolute

amount of bound water content did not depend on disc region

(P = 1.0; Figure 8A), however, bound water accounted for 3% of the

total water content in the NP and 11% of the total water content in

the outer AF (Figure 8B).

(A) (B) (C)

F IGURE 7 (A) Representative Raman spectra for nucleus pulposus (NP) and annulus fibrosus (AF) specimens. (B) Spectra from four regions
within the disc to assess water content distribution, and (C) comparison of water-to-protein ratios collected from Raman spectroscopy (dark bars)
and traditional biochemical analysis (light bars; two-way ANOVA – P = .09 for measurement method and P = .001 for disc region). Pairwise
comparisons were performed using t-tests with Holm-Bonferroni correction. Layers that do not share the same letter are significantly different
(P < .05)

(A) (B)

(C) (D)

F IGURE 6 Radial distribution of (A) swelling ratio, (B) s-GAGs leached into the swelling solution normalized by dry weight, (C) total s-GAG

normalized by dry weight, and (D) leached s-GAG normalized by total s-GAG. Circles indicate individual data and red dashes indicate median
values. NP and AF biochemical properties were compared using a Mann-Whitney U test on pooled data from Layers 1-4 (NP) and Layers 7-10
(AF; * represents P < .05). Differences in biochemical composition within each region (ie, shaded areas) were assessed using a Mann-Whitney U
test with Bonferroni correction. Layers that do not share the same letter are significantly different (P < .05)
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3.4 | DSC analysis

The endothermic peak observed between −20�C and + 10�C was

associated with melting of ice, and the peak between 80�C and 150�C

was associated with possible denaturation of tissue collagen

(Figure 2A). There were no obvious differences in crystallization tem-

perature (Tc), onset temperature of melting (Tm,onset), maximum melt-

ing temperature (Tm,max), onset temperature of denaturation (Td,onset),

and maximum denaturation temperature (Td,max) between the NP and

AF (P ≥ .09; Table 1). However, enthalpy of crystallization (ΔHc) and

latent heat of melting (ΔHm) were greater in the NP than the AF

(Table 1). The median latent heat of melting in the NP was 246 J/g,

indicating that 75% of the water in the NP was freezable water (ie,

ΔHm/ΔHm, pure ice). In contrast, the average amount of freezable water

in the AF was 65%.

Collagen denaturation was observed at temperatures as low as

65�C, while the maximum temperature of denaturation (Td,max)

occurred near 110�C (Figure 2A). The denaturation curve of the sam-

ples exhibited a small kink at lower temperatures (65�C-70�C; * in

Figure 2A). Heating specimens above Td resulted in more than 70%

tissue mass loss (0.82 g/g WW loss in the NP and 0.71 g/g WW loss

in the AF—Table 1).

3.5 | Multimodal nonlinear optical imaging

Multimodal images showed fiber architecture and the presence of

lipid deposits in the disc (Figure 9A). The relative change in the SHG

signal intensity throughout the disc was similar to the relative change

in collagen content observed from the OHP assay (Figure 9B; two-

way ANOVA: P > .9 for measurement method and P < .001 for disc

region). Lipid deposits were distributed equally throughout the disc

and appeared either as a single droplet or as clusters of small droplets

(Figure 9C). However, there were noticeable differences between

discs used for imaging lipids. That is, two of the three discs had a large

amount of lipid droplets, while one disc had few to no lipid droplets.

The distribution of lipid droplet area was highly skewed, such that

80% of lipid droplets were smaller than 5 μm2 (diameter ≈ 2.5 μm),

while the largest droplets had an area of ~230 μm2 (diame-

ter ≈ 17 μm).

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, several measurement techniques were used to charac-

terize radial variations in biochemical composition of bovine caudal

discs. Specifically, water, sulfated GAGs, collagen, and DNA contents

were measured with traditional biochemical assays to obtain quantita-

tive measurements. Gravimetric water content was compared to mea-

surements from Raman spectroscopy and DSC. Combined CARS and

SHG microscopy was used to visualize lipids within the collagen fiber

network, and explore the potential use of SHG imaging for measuring

relative collagen content in the disc.

Most numerical studies describe the NP as a homogeneous isotro-

pic material, whereas the AF is often described as a heterogeneous

material.31–33 The results of the current study showed that the water

content and water-to-protein ratio of the inner NP were greater than

the values measured for the outer NP. Meanwhile, the swelling capac-

ity (ie, swelling ratio), collagen content, and DNA content were con-

stant throughout the NP. In contrast, the AF exhibited radial

variations in all biochemical properties. Water and s-GAG contents

decreased, while collagen content increased from the inner AF to the

outer AF, and our findings agreed well with previous studies.2,6,34,35

Lastly, swelling capacity throughout the disc depended on the initial s-

GAG content, where NP explants experienced higher swelling ratios

than AF explants.36,37

Knowledge of cell density in healthy native tissues is important

for regenerative medicine strategies that aim to inject stem cells or

implant cell-based engineered tissues for disc repair.38 The DNA con-

tent was constant throughout the NP, but increased nonlinearly

across the AF. DNA content throughout the majority of the AF (ie,

layers 7-9) was comparable to NP DNA content (<100 μg/g WW).

However, there was a 2-fold increase in DNA content in the

(A) (B)

F IGURE 8 (A) Bound water content normalized by total protein content, and (B) percentage of bound water content with respect to total
water content. Circles indicate the individual data and black dashes indicate the median values. Changes in biochemical composition were
determined by performing Kruskal-Wallis test followed by pairwise comparisons using Mann-Whitney U test with Bonferroni correction. Layers
that do not share a letter are significantly different (P < .05)
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outermost AF layer. The increase in DNA content at the outer AF was

most likely due to greater access to nutrients from surrounding blood

vessels and connective tissues.39

Similar to human disc tissue explants, bovine tissue explants

released s-GAGs into the solution during swelling, where a greater

percentage of s-GAGs was released by tissues with a greater initial s-

GAG concentration (ie, the NP).37 Region-specific differences in tissue

properties, such as permeability, collagen architecture, and the size

and distribution of proteoglycan molecules, likely account for differ-

ences in swelling properties between the NP and AF, as well as

throughout the AF.37,40,41 Furthermore, s-GAG leakage may increase

as effective pore size increases with swelling.41 Importantly, GAGs are

thought to primarily contribute to compressive mechanics, but recent

work has highlighted the importance of GAGs in AF tensile mechan-

ics.42,43 Thus, GAG loss during long duration tests may affect tissue

mechanics, particularly during tests that may include partial or full

recovery in an aqueous solution.

To the best of our knowledge, the spatial distribution of lipids

within the disc collagen network has not been presented. Hence, mul-

timodal microscopy was used to obtain a quick simultaneous imaging

of collagen fibers and lipid droplets without the need of external dyes

or fixatives, as used for histology. Images confirmed the presence of

lipid droplets.44 Lipids appeared throughout the disc, either as isolated

spheres or as clusters, and the majority of droplets were smaller than

~1.5 μm in diameter. Lipids have also been observed in other

collagen-rich connective tissues, and various factors, such as age,

degeneration, diet, and exercise, have been reported to influence lipid

concentration.45–48 This study only evaluated lipid content in healthy

discs, but it is possible that age and disease will affect the lipid con-

centration in the disc, based on observations in cartilage and ten-

don.45,49 Additional work is needed to understand the role and

concentration of lipids throughout the disc with aging, degeneration,

and diseases.

Raman spectroscopy has been used to investigate biochemical

composition of various tissues, including cartilage, bone, skin, and

brain,50–54 but there has been little to no work on the intervertebral

disc. Similar to observations in other tissues, Raman spectra of bovine

discs were dominated by vibrational bands from structural proteins

and lipids. As expected, there were similarities between NP and AF

spectra, due to similarities in tissue composition (ie, water, s-GAG, and

collagen content). Raman spectra of the bovine disc exhibited sharp

peaks at 863, 940, 1252, 1455, and 1661 cm−1. Peaks at ~860 and

~940 cm−1 have been previously identified as a marker for C-C

stretching vibrational mode of proline and hydroxyproline residues in

collagen.55,56 Bands with a peak at 1252 and 1661 cm−1 have been

associated with amide III and amide I, respectively, where amide I

mainly reflects the C=O stretching vibration and the amide III band

has contributions from several chemical bonds.57,58 In biological tis-

sues, amide bands have been primarily used to study age- and

disease-related alterations in protein secondary structure and confor-

mation.57,59,60 The peak at ~1455 cm−1 corresponds to deformation

vibrations of CH2 and CH3 amino acid side chains and lipids.26 It

should be noted that Raman vibrations have been related to moreT
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than one amino acid or chemical group, making it difficult to identify

differences in the fingerprint region. Hence, only predominant peak

locations were reported and compared between disc regions.

In contrast, differences in the high-frequency region (ie,

>2800 cm−1) were easily identifiable and used to determine radial dis-

tributions of bound and free water (sometimes referred to as “mobile”

or “freezable” water).27,61–63 While freeze- or air-drying tissue speci-

mens is frequently used to remove free water molecules, removal of

bound water is more difficult, requiring drying under very low pres-

sures and high temperatures or chemical treatments (eg, acetone or

ethanol).27,64 Hence, water content values commonly reported only

refer to the amount of free water in the tissue.18,20,65 We measured

the contribution of bound water to the total water content by evalu-

ating changes in Raman spectra after freeze-drying. Our finding sug-

gests that only a small portion of the total water content is bound to

macromolecules in the matrix (ie, proteoglycans and collagen; 3% in

the NP and 11% in the AF, Figure 8B). Thus, the majority of water

molecules are mobile and free to diffuse out of the disc during loading

or dehydration. The relative bound water content in the NP agreed

well with reported values for cartilage (~4%),27,66 but

the concentration of bound water in the NP and AF was lower than

the concentration measured for bovine pericardium, skin, and muscle

(25%-40%).30,62,67

Thermal properties of the bovine disc were determined to identify

temperatures associated with water freezing and melting, and colla-

gen stability. The second endothermic peak, observed to start at tem-

peratures as low as 65�C, is associated with collagen denaturation,

where interchain hydrogen bonds rupture, causing irreversible dam-

age to the collagen structure.30,68 Denaturation temperatures for the

NP and AF were similar to each other and to other biological tissues,

such as bovine pericardium, rat-tail tendon, and human skin.30,62,69

The small kink observed between 65�C and 70�C (Figure 2—“*”) has

been associated with cleavage of weak bonds between water and

matrix macromolecules or conformational changes within fibrils (eg,

partial fibril shrinkage), rather than breaking of stronger bonds, which

occurs at a slightly higher temperature (~80�C).70,71

This study is not without its limitations. First, there was high vari-

ability in measured properties despite our attempts to minimize

potential sources for variation (eg, pre-hydrating tails to provide simi-

lar hydration history for each specimen). Second, we only measured

major proteins found in the disc. For example, the NP and inner AF

are comprised of mostly type II collagen, while the outer AF contains

predominantly type I collagen.18 It is also known that other types of

collagen exist, as well as elastin and non-collagenous proteins.72

Despite the wide use of SHG microscopy for label-free imaging of col-

lagen fibers, this technique cannot be used to visualize all types of col-

lagens, such as collagen type III, which emits a weak SHG signal.73

Third, Raman spectroscopy and multimodal imaging can be used to

investigate biochemical composition at a molecular level, but

assessing protein structures at that scale was not the primary focus of

this work. Lastly, water was mainly referred to as being bound or free;

however, the complex water spectra suggest the presence of multiple

distinct water fractions as suggested in previous studies (eg, weak vs

strong hydrogen bonds, free, or bulk water).27,74 Further analyses of

the complex water spectra may provide insights into the structure of

different water-protein interactions in biological tissues, particularly

with respect to age- or disease-related changes.

In summary, a variety of measurement techniques were employed

to characterize radial variations in bovine caudal disc biochemical

composition. Traditional biochemical analyses were used to provide

absolute, quantitative measurements. Furthermore, Raman spectros-

copy was used to obtain radial distributions of bound water content.

Some heterogeneity was observed in the NP, where the water con-

tent and water-to-protein ratio of the inner NP were greater than the

outer NP. In contrast, the bovine AF exhibited a more heterogeneous

distribution of biochemical properties. To better capture native tissue

mechanics, computational studies should incorporate both composi-

tional and structural heterogeneities. Furthermore, this study

highlighted the potential use of less destructive techniques, such as

multimodal imaging and Raman spectroscopy, to characterize bio-

chemical composition. Comparable results between OHP assay and

SHG imaging highlight the potential benefit of using SHG microscopy

(A) (B) (C)

F IGURE 9 (A) Combined image from SHG (purple) and CARS (green, 2850 cm−1) imaging. (B) Collagen content at the inner NP (i-NP), outer
NP (o-NP), and inner AF (i-AF) normalized by collagen content of the outer AF (o-AF). Red circles represent SHG measurements, while black error
bars represent mean ± standard deviation from the OHP assay. (C) Distribution of lipid droplet area throughout the disc obtained using the
pooled data from the NP and AF. Data from lipids with areas greater than 20 μm2 (~2%) are not shown for clarity
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as a less destructive method for measuring collagen content, particu-

larly when relative changes are of interest. Future work will use non-

destructive, label-free measurement techniques to investigate the

effect of age and disease on the distribution of biochemical composi-

tion in animal and human discs.
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